Improve Financial and
Operational Agility
Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite

Modeling
Gain deeper insight into your business – Empower users within and beyond finance to perform speed of
thought analysis and creation of advanced business models that align and link with financial plans and
forecasts.

Planning
Build better plans and save time with a unified and complete platform, flexible, powerful forecasting
with the familiarity of Excel.

Consolidation
Manage the complexities of the enterprise–level close with powerful integration tools, automated
consolidation that supports global accounting standards, and personalized dashboards and reports.

Reporting
Streamline financial reporting with a drag-and-drop report writer with an automated report publisher
that streamlines both financial and managerial reporting that allows time to unlock insights and reduces
compliance costs.

Analytics
Unlock insights using a solution that is actually easy to use – without IT – letting you create and manage
company performance with dashboards and scorecards at enterprise, department, and individual levels.

Cloud Platform
Built with the security, compliance and integration required and free Finance from the headaches of
managing a system, keeping them focused on their job–helping the company meet its goals.
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Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite
A Cloud-Based EPM Suite That You Won’t Outgrow
With Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite, companies can drive improved financial and operational performance. Our suite helps align planning and
forecasting processes, streamline the financial close, deliver financial results accurately to key stakeholders, measure and monitor performance
consistently across the entire organization. Delivered on a secure, scalable, high-availability cloud infrastructure, it’s a solution that you won’t
outgrow as your business needs expand.

Key Benefits
Streamline critical business processes

Deploy quickly and reduce costs via the cloud

•

Replace spreadsheets and manual processes

•

Replace legacy on-premises applications that you’ve outgrown

•

Close the books and deliver results faster

•

Deploy new applications within weeks vs. months/quarters

•

Shorten budgeting and planning cycles, improve accuracy

•

Reduce long-term costs of ownership

Align Finance and Operations
•

Integrate data from financial and operational systems

•

Link financial and operational planning

•

Support what-if modeling at operational levels
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